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Do the ACI3l&08 Chapter 13 dimensional limitations
for drop panels used to reduce negative mornent
rEinforcement apply to post-tensioned slabs?
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No. Dimensional limitations for drop panels or caps
used to increase slab depth and reduce negative moment

reinforcement in ACI 31848r Sections 13.2.5 and 13.3.7
apply only to nonprcstressed slabs. Chryt€r 13 is excluded
in its entirety fiom applicability to preshessed concrete in
Section 18.1.3 "...except as spifically noted." No rcference
to either Section 13.2.5 or 13.3.7 appears anywhue in Chapter
18; thereforc, the limitations on &op cap dimensions do not
4pply to two-way prestressed slab systems. Thus, it is fully
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appropriate-in two-way post-teirsioned slabs-to use the
additional depth of the drop c4p in calculations for negative
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momentreinforcerneirtin cross sections including the dmp cap.
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BACKGROUT{D
The use of drop caps increase,s prmching shear cryacity
and can reduce tlrc arnount of required nong€suessed negative
momer$ reinforcemenl There is no code limitation on the
size (plan dimension or depth) of drop caps used in two-way
prestressed slabs, md a plan size of 4 ft (1.2 m) squae has been
commonly andefrectively used- To demonstrate ftis, a compubr
strdy was m+le p6paliag the rcquired amormt of nqative
momeNrt reinforcsnent in a reasonably pmoportioned and lded
twlway post-tensioned slab with varying cap sizes. The model

intsior cohrnn of &e four-qpan frame (the center column). No
inela{ic redistrihrtion of morreirts was assumed"
Various $quare cap sizes were studied, ranging from none
to the full size required for nonprestessed slabs by ACI 318
Chapter 13. Although a 10 in. (250 mm) total cap depth would
be p€nnifiedby Chaper 13 ftr ftis cmfignrAim, al2irt (300 rrm)
total cap depth was used for all cap plan sizes because it was
required to satisry ACI Code punching shear rquircments. The
plm cap dimensions $udied were l0 ft (3 m), (the minimum
size requircd for mnpastressed slabs by Chryter 13), 8 ft (2.4 m),
6 ft (1.8 m), and 4 ft (1.2 m) (probably the most commonly
used caip dinrension in post-t€nsied slabs), 3 ft (910 mrn), and

consistod of m equivalent frame with four 30 ft (9.1 m) spans,
a slab tihrtary wifth of 30 ft (9.1 m) (a 30 x 30 ft bay size), an
8 in. (200 mm) tdck slab, md 18 in. (450 mm) square colr.nms
with lenglhs of 12 ft. (3.7 m) above and belw &e slah Concffie

stength was 5000 ps1 (34 MPa) for slabq 4Om psi (28 Mh)
for columnq and the applied uniform nonskiprped srry€rirrrposed
load in all spms was 20 psf (0.96 klt{rtr) dead load md
75 psf (3.6 kNn$ hve load A relatively high superirnposed
loading was selcbd to focus on tre variance in nonp,resftssed
flexural reinforcsnent as afirnction of cap size, andthe @ryadson
minimun
betrileen noqpr€stressed flexural rebforcenent
steel requirements. Presressing fom was beld cmstant in all
cases (all flexural she.ss criteriawere safisfred), and yield sre.ss in
nonpresfiessed rcinforcerent was talcn as{ = 60 ksi (415 Mh).
The sfirdy was based ryon fte nlabcolum joint
sscud

d
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of a slab,+ahntn joittt (Note:

I b. =25.4

nt n; #4 =

2.5 ft (760 mm) (the smallest size, which is effective in resisting

shear with a 12 in. [3S mrr] cap depth). It should be noted that
in the "no cap" condition, some t'?e of shear reinforcement

would be required (such as headed stud assemblies) because the
geomety and properties of the slab and column alone, without
a cap, do not satisfy ACI code punching shear requirements.
Details at the cap are shoum in Fig. l.

For each cap size, the required cross-sectional area
nonpreshessed negative moment reinforcement was
determined at the fuce of the column (using the firl1 cap
depth), and at the face of the drop cap (using only the slab
d€pth).These wene compared to the minimurn area of top slab
reinforceneirt requfued by ACI 318-08 Section 18.9.3.3, which
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Table l-Reinforcement required

for various

drop

cap sizes
At face of column

At face ofdrop
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Section

Squarc cap
size, in.

A-.fr..z

M. ft-kips
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0
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74

2,16

96

0

449

0
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2.16

72

0

443

0

222

2.16

48

0

436
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308
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36

2.22'

434

2.72

355

2.16

30

3.221

433

3.28
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2.16
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4.30
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18.9.3.3
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in,2is srrnof coryrcmionplu touioa rddorccoatrcqnircd b{kwlop434 ft-kipr
with 36 in, coltrryrcsdm width. This is Iess thaa sea cf mcion rdrfuoeffit r€$drcd !o
dcvclop
13,22

samernoemuing
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is surnof

slab
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ccrylionplu
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ft*ipc

thsr arta cf tension*infacmt*qdred to
do.elop samc rncnat whg slab @th mly (ignciag ca).
Note: 1 in. = 25.4 mm; 1 ir-2 = 645 m2; f fr-kip = 1.36 Nnwith 30 in. coryrescio nidth This

is bss

is afunction of the slab depthonly andisthcefore constantfor
all cap sizes in this study.
In evaluating these results, it should be noted that as the
cap sizedecreases,the stiffness of the slab-beam decreases, and
the slab affract$ a smaller perc€ntage of the total jointmornent.
Therefore, the moment at &e face of the column decfeases as
the cap size decreasss. However, as the cap size decrcases fhe
negative moment at the face of the cap dramatically increasas

due the steep negative moment gradient near the column.
These effects ar€ combined at the face of the column in the
condition with no drop cap. The rcquired amount of negative
reinforcernent is also affected by the location of the tondon
CGS at the face of the drop cap as the cap size varies. For cap
sizes less than 48 in. (1.2 m), compression stcel was required
at the boftom of the cap at the face of the column to develop
the required moment. In the,se cases, the combined area of
compression and tension steel was compared with ttn area of
tension steel required using the slab alone (ipodng the drop)
and the smaller used in the discussion that follows.
At the centsr column for each cap size, the negative

moment and required nonprestressed flexural and minimum
reinforcement lvas det€fmined and tabulated in Thble l. The
controlling area of reinforcement for each cap size is indicated
by shading in the appropriate cell. All caps have a total depth

of 12in(3ffimm).
For a 10-ft. (3 m) square drop cap, the minimum size
permitted for nonprestressed slabs by ACI 318 Chapter 13, no
supple,rnental nonprestressed rcinforcement is required either
at the face of fhe column or at the face of the drop. This is
because the tsndon force alone is sttrficient to develop the
required moment at both locations. In this ca$e, the minimum
area of top reinforcement rcqufued by Section 18.9.3.3 (2.16 n.2
tl,+00 mr'l) governs. This relationship is tnre also for the 8and Gft (2.4 and 1.8 m) squrrc caps.
For a 4-ft. (1.2 m) sqrnr€ drop cap, which is commonly
used in practice, once again the minimum required area
controls over the 1.70 in.2 (1100 mm') required for flexural
strength at tbe facc of the drop. For a 3-ft (910 nn) squarc
cE1 the required area at the face of the drop does control
(2.72 in.'? [750 rnm'?]] over the minimum required
Q.16 in.2 [14@ mn2]), but it is less than the 4.30 in.z
Q770 nm) required at the face of the column with no cap. For
cirp sizes less than 3-ft. (910 mm) square-not often used in
practice--the st€el area at &e face of the drop cap conffols as
it apprcaches the maximum arnount required in the condition
with no cap.
In summary, minimum drop cap sizes specified in ACI
318 Chapter 13 do not apply to post-ten$ioned twoway slab
systems designed in accordance with Chapter 18. It is codeconformantand appropriate to use the additional depth of drop
caps of any size in post-tensioned slabs in flexural calculations.

\[hile the strrdy
in this FAQ does not of course,
address all configurations and loading conditions, it does

suggest that for the cap sizes generally used in practice, the
use of the fulI cap depth in flexural calculations will reduce
the required amount of nonprestessed negative moment (top)
reinforcement in twoway post-tensioned slabs.
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